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V07: Control Engineering I 
 

1. What is control 

1.1. Some examples 

- Roger Federer with tennis bowl practices a feedforward control → he can refine the movements for 

the next time 

- Renshaw cell (negative feedback control) are excited by a motoneuron and inhibit this motoneuron 

→ prevention of muscle damage for tetanic contraction and contribution to 

generation of high forces by fingers 

- glucose sensor: plays a real time control of the glucose level and adapt the 

injection of insulin 

- temperature regulation in human body: many controls balance each others 

- oxytocin control loop in a mother 

From exercise: 

driving a car: human give an input (deviation angle of gas paddle) → car system become 

input and produce an input → speed 

  

 

3 ways to process the deviation (error) 

 

 

1.2. Components of a robotic system 

 

 

1.3. ETHZ MegaPaddle 

- rotational 1 DOF paddle that can rotate 

- motor transmits force and motion by a friction drive 

- controlled by real time control target 
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Goal: deflect the handle to constant 15° 

First idea: apply a constant voltage to the amplifier such that the 

paddle deflects to 15° → current transmit into torque →which 

voltage (current) is required to achieve this 15°? 

Control example: initial approach 

- applied calculated current, but nothing happened 

- model suffers from imperfections:  

o parameter uncertainty  

o non-linear effects 

o assumptions/simplifications e.g. neglect  of friction 

o static friction 

Trial and error 

- increase the motor current until target angle is reached 

- limitations of approach 

o parameters can change over time, i.e. what works 

now might not work later 

o what if reference is changed to 10°? 

o what if reference should be reached faster? 

Example in video: setpoint: 15° → command values → try with many 

different e.g. 1.0; 1.5; 1.3; 1.28; 1.25 command values we reach 15°… 

 

 

1.4. About control 

- In the example (cfr. screenshots) we tried to control the haptic paddle 

- Control: act on a system (plant) to produce desired output(s) 

- For that, we need to: 

o minimize effects of disturbances 

o minimize effects of model uncertainty 

 

2. Feedforward control 

2.1. Introduction 

In the example, we implemented feedforward control 

- 1/Plant: “inversion” of the plant 

- Feedforward works if we have a simple system or a good model 

o Examples: If door open, start heater! / Heartrate increase with physical exercise (rate 

responsive cardiac pacemaker) / take a pill, when you don’t feal well; inject insulin… 
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2.2. Human sensorimotor control 

- Delay in sensory input in humans:  >60 ms (vision: 150-250 ms!) 

- Too large delay for fast reactions  

- Solution: feedforward control Inverse models for 

commands (stored in cerebellum?) 

Internal models: feedforward “programs” updated through motor learning through interaction with 

environment… 

- e.g. patient with cerebellar ataxia has difficult to perform movements 

 

2.3. From Feedforward (Steuerung) to Feedback Control (Regelung) 

Feedforward control use a model to drive a value commando (u) for a given setpoint → NOT directly 

measures the processed variable but other disturbances 

- What about “unforeseen” disturbances? 

o could integrate “disturbance” in plant model → BUT… measure all disturbances adds 

complexity, cost, sensor uncertainty, etc. 

- What if the process variable is fed back and used to generate a control signal? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Feedback control: introduction to PID (proportional–integral–derivative) 

control 

3.1. Key components of feedback control (can be combined with feedforward control) 

Control = sense + compute + actuate  

Purpose 

- rejection of disturbances 

- robustness to parameter uncertainty 

- increased performance 

 

 

 

3.2. Motivation for feedback control 

A. Parameter uncertainty 

- Car with cruise control enabled 

- Disturbances: number of pas sengers, wind, slopes, change in 

terrain, … 

- Robust over wide range of disturbances 

- response depends e.g. on the mass of the car → more mass → more adaptations necessaries 
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B. Performance Increase 

- Assume we want to stir (mescolare) a bucket filled with fluid at ωset → 

enhanced through control 

- at steady state: motor needs to compensate only viscous damping: 

Tmot = Tdamp = b ωset 

- high inertia & low damping → slow responses 

 

3.3. Feedback example 

A. Water Clock (S. 19) 

- First reported feedback control system 

- Required: stable water outflow  

- Floating valve stabilizes water level 

➔ maintenance of always same level of water → constant water 

flow 

B. Glucose level regulation (S. 20) 

- Glucose level in blood: ca. 900 mg per liter 

- Liver acts as reservoir 

- Pancreas produces hormones to store/release glucose 

 

3.4. Closed loop performance 

- System becomes less sensitive to disturbances and small changes →but system can become 

unstable 

- Step response: reaction to a sudden change in reference 

- Key characteristics: 

o Rise time (t90): time until 90% of the value we want → 

how fast goes the system to the value 

o Overshoot → ideally = 0 

o Settling time (error band): how much oscillation 

o Steady state error: how close to the desired value → 

→should be close to zero 

➔ all parameters used to evaluate the performance of 

a controller 

 

3.5. Stability in Closed-Loop Feedback Control 

BiBo stability: Bounded input (r) produces a bounded output (y) →If 

the states of a general dynamical system stay bounded for any bounded 

input. 

Mathematically: all poles of transfer function have negative real values 

Marginally stable: keeps oscillating e.g. sin(x) 
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3.6. Time Continuous Linear System: mass spring damper 

- always stable (for k > 0, d > 0) 

- position and velocity will converge to an equilibrium point: zero velocity and a 

relaxed spring; known as passivity 

 

 

4. PID Control 

4.1. What’s? 

- control output proportional to error 

- variable gain 

- Observation, increasing kp: 

o Rise time decrease 

o Steady state error decrease 

o Overshoot increase 

 

4.2. Steady state error 

- P-control 

o Non-zero controller output only for non-zero error 

o Gravity requires non-zero torque for zero error → pscillation 

- Bias (“reset”) term (feedforward)  

- uBIAS to compensate gravity, but it’s a function of the setpoint… 

➔ Integral action to set uBIAS automatically 

 

4.3. Proportional-Integral (PI) Control 
Integral action: →integration of error 

- Small error that lasts long (SSE) →reduction of constant error 

- Integral action grows over time 

- can overcome gravity/static friction with time 

- Effects: 

o Rise time slightly reduced 

o Steady state error (SSE) eliminated → increase ki → SSE goes to yero 

o Overshoot increased 

 

4.4. Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) Control 

- If error has trend to change, counteract through control 

action. 

- Derivative control as a Damper →calculates what 

happens in the future and corrects movements 

- Effects of PD (Evaluation, S. 29) 

o D-action acts as damper → curve to the right 

o Overshoot smaller 

o Oscillation reduced  

o Rise time increased 

o SSE stays the same 
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Constants k are multiplied with the input (in the controller) and summed together for the plant Common 

problems with large D gain in a PD controller: 

- Velocity signals often derived from position signal with amplified noise 

- Instability 

- Amplifies noise of the error to be controlled 

→How can this problem be reduced? →Filtering 

- Summary 

o 95% of all controllers are based on the PID concept. →Black box approach: no model 

needed. 

o Only 3 parameters to adjust: 

▪ Start with P-part 

▪ Continue with D or I part 

▪ Iterate or trial and error 

 

 

5. Discrete-Time PID 

- the values of KP, KI and KD don’t have any meaning 

- they differ from plant to plant and may change over time 

- KI and KD depend on sampling time TS! 

 

 

 

 

 

5.1. PID Tuning 

“Standardized” method: 

1. Start in P-mode  

2. Increase proportional gain until stability boundary is reached (K*: output of control loop has 

stable and continuous oscillation) 

3. Measure period of oscillation (TU) 

4. Derive P, I and D from these two numbers 

Limitations: 

- Need to go to stability boundary! 

o Might not be reachable due to saturation 

o Could damage the plant 

- No quality-guarantee, just a starting point 

- Aggressive 

 

5.2. Advanced PID 

Real-World PID (Derivative Filter, S. 37) 

- Sensor noise is generally at high frequencies 

- Differentiation of a noisy signal leads to noise amplification 

→Usually, a low-pass filter is thus applied prior to derivation for the D-part → delay! → insability 
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- Integral windup: as soon as you reached your saturation, the integral should stop cumulating errors 

 

Integral Windup (S. 38 + S. 39) 

- Physical systems saturate: more error does not lead to more control output (e.g. motor torque) 

- Example: paddle held fixed for 2 s, then let go: output saturates, integrator part builds up, needs time 

to enter sub-saturation regime 

- Simple solution: stop integrating when motor saturated 

- Called Anti Reset Windup (ARW) 

 

Summary 

- Control: sense signals, process signals, actuate 

- Feedback control makes use of negative error feedback to 

o Reject disturbances 

o Reduce effects of model uncertainty 

o Increase dynamic performance 

- PID: P: present, I: past, D: future 

- Tuning is based on experience 

- Performance improvements of classical PID controllers through 

o Derivative filters 

o Anti integral windup 

- Many biomechatronic systems and physiological processes are regulated through feedback control. 

Physiological processes involve both negative (e.g., temperature/glucose homeostasis) and positive 

feedback (e.g., child birth), often with several loops operating in parallel and in balance. 

 

 

 

 

 


